Sodium clusters anions Na n − ͑n =20-57͒ have been studied by low-temperature photoelectron spectroscopy ͑PES͒ and density-functional theory calculations. The geometrical structures of the clusters were determined by a genetic algorithm search and the optimization of a large number of candidate structures. For most of the sizes the calculated density of states of the lowest-energy structures and the measured photoelectron spectra are in excellent agreement, indicating that the correct ground-state structures were found. In the studied size range the sodium clusters follow a simple growth pattern. From Na 20 − to Na 34 − a 19 atom double-icosahedral core is stepwise decorated by a 15 atom equatorial belt. The resulting D 5h Na 34 − is then capped by an anti-Mackay overlayer in the size range Na 34 − to Na 44 − . From Na 52 − to Na 55 − a Mackay overlayer on a 13 atom icosahedron core is completed. Na 56 − and Na 57 − result from the 55 atom icosahedron by incorporation of additional adatoms into the outer Mackay layer. Comparison of the ab initio derived structures with results from jellium or Nilsson models reveal that for sizes below Na 40 − the overall cluster shapes are rather accurately predicted by these simple free-electron models. For larger sizes the agreement is less good, as here optimum atomic packing plays a stronger role. This is most obvious close to size 55, where the icosahedral shell closing leads to a spherical shape of the cluster, whereas the free-electron models predict significant distortions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clusters and nanoparticles can have very different characteristics than the corresponding bulk material, which makes them very attractive objects both for applications as for fundamental research. An indispensable prerequisite for an understanding of their properties is the knowledge of their exact geometrical structure. An enormous effort therefore has been put into structural determinations of clusters in the recent years.
1,2 For many materials cluster structures are known by now, although in most cases still only for small particles with up to roughly 20 atoms or for very large ones with several hundred atoms. 2, 3 In two recent papers we have presented a combined experimental and theoretical study of the structure of sodium cluster anions Na n − in the size range n =4-19 atoms 4 and n = 39-350 atoms. 5 Here we present results for the intermediate range n = 20-58, thereby closing the gap between the two size ranges and making sodium clusters the first system for which structural information is available from the few atom up to the several nanometer diameter size regime.
As bulk sodium is the best representative of a freeelectron metal, 6 sodium clusters can be expected to be rather simple quantum systems. Indeed free-electron models, which completely neglect the atomic structure of the clusters, have been very successful in describing the size dependence of, e.g., binding energies, ionization potentials, and absorption cross sections of sodium clusters. 7, 8 This is especially true for hot liquid clusters, that, is for clusters with room temperature or higher. 9 Recently we demonstrated that in the size range n =4-19 even in their ground state the overall shape of the clusters is completely determined by the form of the extended electronic wave functions. 4 For larger sizes with n = 55-350 we have shown that the ground-state structures in most cases are strongly influenced by packing patterns of the atoms which optimize the average coordination number. 5 Here we conclude this discussion by looking at the structure of clusters in the transition size range.
The paper is organized as follows. It starts with a brief description of the theoretical and experimental methods. Then the measured photoelectron spectra are presented and compared to the calculated density of states ͑DOS͒ of the lowest-energy structures found, thereby verifying ͑or falsifying͒ the structure determination. Finally the overall shape of the clusters as evaluated from the cluster structures is discussed in the light of the predictions of simple free-electron models.
II. METHODS

A. Theory
In order to find the structural ground states of the sodium cluster anions, density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ in the frame work of the local spin-density approximation ͑LSD͒ for the description of the electronic ground-state Born-Oppenheimer ͑BO͒ surface was employed. The Kohn-Sham equations were solved for the sodium 3s valence electrons using the BO-LSD-molecular-dynamics method. 10 Within this method the Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in a plane-wave basis with a 10 Ry cutoff. The electron-ion interaction was described by a nonlocal pseudopotential 11 with p as the local ͑core radius 2.6a 0 ͒ and s as the nonlocal component ͑core radius 2.45a 0 ͒. Exchange and correlation were treated within LSD enhanced by an additional generalized gradient correction ͑GGA͒.
12
The BO surfaces of the clusters were scanned for the global minimum employing a modified single-parent genetic algorithm. 13 Each candidate structure was relaxed until forces were smaller than 0.005 eV/ Å. The calculated total energy was then used as the fitness parameter in the genetic algorithm iterations. Additionally ground-state structures of different empirical potentials 14 and modifications of them were used as starting points for the relaxation.
For the structures with the lowest-energy photoelectron spectra were then simulated by shifting the calculated DOS so that the highest molecular-orbital ͑HOMO͒ eigenvalue coincides with the calculated vertical detachment energy. The calculated spectra were convoluted with Gaussians of width = 0.04 eV in order to facilitate the comparison with the measured spectra. Details of this procedure and its validity have been discussed earlier. 4 For the determination of jellium type quantum numbers the overlap of the Kohn-Sham orbitals with cluster centered spherical harmonics has been calculated.
B. Experiment
The experimental apparatus used in this study is the same as in recent investigations. 4, 5, 15, 16 The sodium clusters are produced in a gas aggregation source, where they are negatively charged by a pulsed discharge near the exit of the aggregation tube. After leaving the source the clusters are trapped in a liquid nitrogen cooled rf octupole trap, where they are thermalized by collisions with background helium. Photofragmentation experiments on cationic clusters thermalized in this way showed by comparison to existing results of caloric measurements 17 that the temperature of the clusters typically is 100Ϯ 5 K, which is assumed to be the temperature of the cluster anions as well. After leaving the octupole the thermalized clusters are extracted into a double reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer, where they are size selected, decelerated and finally irradiated by a laser pulse in the interaction region of a magnetic bottle type time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer. The spectrometer has an energy resolution of about E / dE = 40 and has been calibrated by measuring the known spectrum of the Pt − anion. For the photodetachment a XeCl-excimer laser ͑h = 4.02 eV͒ is used. The electron time-of-flight spectra have been accumulated in a digital oscilloscope ͑in most cases for about 20 000 laser shots͒, and finally converted into binding-energy spectra.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured photoelectron spectra are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Like the spectra of the smaller or larger clusters published earlier, 4,5 they are strongly structured, indicating a highly discretized DOS. Again the electron shell structure is directly visible for some sizes; the shell closures at electron numbers 20, 34, 40, and 58 lead to the appearance of a new shell at the next higher size, that is, at Na 20 − , Na 34 − , Na 40 − , and Na 58 − ͑not shown here͒. For these and neighboring sizes spherical jellium quantum numbers have been assigned to the peaks visible in the calculated DOS ͑in the case of Na 34 − two assignments are given for the uppermost state, which has a mixed p/f character͒. In the photoelectron spectra this electron shell structure can be clearly seen only close to the threshold, as for higher binding energies ͑here more than about 1 eV below threshold͒ only very broad and weak peaks are observed, which are superimposed onto a strong unstructured background. For these lower lying states the photodetachment cross section obviously is small; furthermore the very short lifetime of the hole produced upon photoemission causes a strong broadening of the peaks. Finally inelastic scattering of the photoelectrons in the cluster and Auger-like emission processes lead to a dominant intensity of low kinetic-energy photoelectrons which do now reflect the DOS. Therefore the most significant part of a photoelectron spectra is always the part close to the threshold.
The geometries of the lowest-energy structures found for each size are indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 . The corresponding coordinate files are available in Ref. 21 . The electronic densities of states of the structures are shown as red and blue ͑or light and dark gray͒ lines in the plots of the photoelectron spectra. Note that the comparison between theoretical and experimental spectra is meaningful only in the uppermost ͑low binding-energy͒ part. This is due to the effects mentioned above and to the fact that the simulated spectra overestimate binding energies of lower lying states, which leads to a systematic mismatch of measured and calculated spectra at higher binding energies. 22 As the DOS is very sensitive to the nuclear structure of the cluster, a good agreement between the DOS of the lowest-energy isomer found and the experimental spectrum gives strong evidence that the correct structure has been found. This is of course not a proof in a mathematical sense; one can never exclude the existence of an even lower energy isomer with a very similar DOS. In the next section we will now discuss the geometries found and their experimental corroboration in detail.
A. Geometrical structure evolution
For almost all of the clusters shown in Fig. 1 the basic building block is a 19-atom double icosahedron, with the remaining atoms forming an equatorial belt around the waist of this core. The core double icosahedron does not necessarily stay intact in this buildup sequence; in many cases one or two of its tip atoms ͑the end atoms of its central linear tetramer͒ are transferred to the equatorial ring, which optimizes the average atom coordination number and changes the overall cluster sphericity. For the same reason in some cases an atom out of one or two of the outer five-membered rings of the core is transferred to the waist position.
This growth pattern starts at size 20. While for the electronically closed-shell Na 19 − the prolate double icosahedron structure is energetically unfavored, 4 the lowest-energy structure found for Na 20 − is exactly this double icosahedron with one capping atom attached to its side. The excellent agreement of theoretical DOS and measured photoelectron spectra ͑Fig. 1͒ indicates that this structure indeed represents the ground-state structure.
For Na 21 − our calculations revealed two quasidegenerate ground-state structures with an energy difference of only ⌬E = 20 meV ͑left and right structure in Fig. 1͒ . One of these is the double icosahedron with two capping atoms, while the other one is a C 2v -structure based on a heavily distorted 13 atom decahedron. The experimental spectrum can be well reproduced by a weighted superposition of the DOS of both isomers. The situation is similar for Na 22 − and Na 23 − , for each of which again two quasidegenerate ground states were found ͑with an energy difference Յ20 meV͒. One isomer of Na 22 − is a triply capped double icosahedron, while the other one is irregular. For Na 23 − both isomers are capped double icosahedra; in the lower energy structure the four additional atoms and one of the tip atoms of the 19 atom core are placed onto the waist, while for the second isomer two core atoms ͑the tip atom and an adjoining atom from a fivemembered ring͒ are transferred to the waist. Note that the resulting electronic densities of states exhibit significant differences, although the two structures differ only by the displacement of two atoms. As the DOS of the second isomer exhibits a peak at 1.9 eV, where the experimental spectrum shows a minimum, one can directly conclude that in spite of the calculated quasidegeneracy the relative abundance of the second isomer must be small.
For most of the following cluster sizes up to Na 40 − the good to very good agreement between the experimental and theoretical spectra provides strong evidence for the correct determination of the ground-state structures. The growth scheme is very simple: the structure of a cluster Na n − in most cases is just the one of the previous cluster Na n−1 − with one atom added. Only occasionally a rearrangement of a few other atoms occurs. A geometric shell closing is reached at size 34, which has D 5h symmetry and consists of the 19 atom double icosahedron decorated by three five-membered rings. The structures from Na 34 − to Na 40 − are constructed by consecutive capping of this Na 34 − with a six-atom pentagonal pyramid, resulting in a rather spherical structure for the electronically closed-shell Na 39 − and a slightly prolate shape for Na 40 − . Note that Na 38 − does not adopt the structure of a truncated octahedron, which is the ground state of several empirical potentials.
14 This geometry would lead to a much simpler DOS than the one observed, 16, 23 and lies 0.5 eV higher in energy than the Na 38 − structure found here. − ground state agree well with the measured photoelectron spectra. For Na 43 − the agreement is not as good, which indicates that the true ground state probably has a slightly different structure.
Capping the faces of the pentagon pyramid results in the lowest-energy structure for Na 44 − , the DOS of which is again in very good agreement with the PES results. All other isomers found are at least 100 meV higher in energy. Adding again the tip atom of the 19 atom core leads to the lowestenergy structure of Na 45 − we were able to find. The poor agreement of DOS and PES results for this size and also for the following sizes n = 46-51 suggests, however, that these structures are not the true ground states. It seems that in this size range a completely different building scheme prevails, but despite extensive computational sampling we did not succeed in finding it. For the sizes n = 52-55 the structural identification was straightforward again. It is well established that Na 55 − is a closed-shell Mackay icosahedron. 5 By removing atoms from this structure ͑a vertex atom for 54, two opposing vertex atoms for 53, a vertex atom and an opposing vertex-edge dimer for 52͒ we obtain lowest-energy geometries for which again an excellent agreement of DOS and PES results is obtained. We finish the structure discussion with the two sizes Na 56 − and Na 57 − , which are close to and at the electronic shell closure occurring for 58 valence electrons. As has been discussed already in Ref. 5 , due to the tendency of electronically closed-shell clusters to have a spherical shape the extra atoms are pushed into the surface of the icosahedron. This results in three almost equal radii of inertia and an energy gain of 0.1 eV with respect to structures where the additional atoms occupy places on the surface.
B. Cluster deformation
Obviously the geometrical cluster structures in this size range follow something not unlike a hard-sphere packing scheme. It is an interesting question whether their overall shape nevertheless is still in accordance with simple freeelectron model prediction.
In order to characterize the cluster shapes we have calculated the radii of inertia from an analysis of the principal moments of inertia for the atomic coordinates. The radii of the DFT ground-state geometries found are presented in Fig.  3͑a͒ and compared to radii from the triaxial jellium model 18 ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒, from the ellipsoidal shell model 19 ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒ and from the Clemenger-Nilsson model ͑CNM͒ ͑Ref. 20͒ ͓Fig. 3͑d͔͒. Note that the ellipsoidal shell model differs from the CNM by the extension to triaxial deformations but neglects the angular-momentum-dependent perturbation of the CNM. Starting from the spherical Na 19 − ͑not shown here, see Ref. 4͒ the ab initio derived clusters get prolate, in agreement with all three simple models. The maximum deformation is reached at Na 25 − , again in accordance with all models. For Na 27 − , the ab initio cluster shape turns to triaxial, consistent with the jellium and the ellipsoidal model ͑CNM can only describe biaxial shapes͒. From Na 32 − to Na 34 − the ab initio clusters prefer an oblate shape, and then slowly converge toward a spherical shape, which is reached at Na 39 − . This is again in agreement with the three models, except for sizes n = 34 and 35, where triaxial jellium and CNM incorrectly predict an intermediate change to prolate deformation.
Between Na 40 − and Na 57 − the picture changes. In the jellium model and the CNM the clusters start oblate and switch to prolate at Na 45 − , followed by a transition to a spherical shape at Na 57 − . The ellipsoidal model predicts a prolate shape up to n = 52 and a increasingly triaxially deformed shape up to n =57 ͑in this model the shell closure does not occur at electron number 58 but at 70͒. In the DFT results the clusters start prolate by continuing the anti-Mackay growth ͑decorat-ing the anti-Mackay 19 atom double icosahedron 24 ͒ and switch to oblate at Na 48 − when Mackay clusters are energetically favored; finally they transform to a spherical structure at Na 54 − . In this comparison one should of course keep in mind that the deformations found for sizes 45-51 might not be the correct ones. Due to the geometric shell closing at size n = 55 and the electronic shell closing at n = 57, we observe spherical structures from Na 54 − to Na 57 − ; a feature missing in the simpler models, which-with the exception of the ellipsoidal model-reach a spherical shape only at Na 57 − . Nevertheless the simple models certainly predict the correct tendencies. The very fact that Na 57 − adopts a spherical shape by incorporating two atoms into its already closed packed outer layer demonstrates the still rather strong influence of the electronic structure onto the cluster geometry. But one of the most impressive successes of free-electron model predictions can be seen in the structure of Na 40 − . This cluster exhibits an almost isotropic moment of inertia, as can be expected for a size close to an electronic shell closure. Nevertheless it is not spherical, but has a pearlike shape, which is exactly the kind of octupole deformation predicted for this electron number by jellium models. 25 The good agreement between PES results and calculated DOS ͑Fig. 1͒ demonstrates that this deformation, which up to now has only be seen in a simulation of hot clusters, 26 is actually present in the ground state. Summarizing, the structure of sodium clusters in the range between 20 and 40 atoms is still dominated by electron shell effects, while for larger sizes optimal atomic packing as realized in Mackay icosahedra becomes more important. For certain sizes, however, electronic shell effects still play a significant role.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The electronic and geometrical structures of sodium cluster anions were determined in the size range from Na 20 − to Na 57 − by global optimization runs in DFT calculations and the comparison to PES measurements. Together with the recently published results for small clusters with 4-19 atoms 4 and for larger clusters with up to 309 atoms 5 these findings lead to a comprehensive understanding of the growth sequence of this prototype of a simple metal cluster system. The intriguing success of simple free-electron models in describing these clusters has been demonstrated but also the limits of these models for clusters beyond Na 40 − .
